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LAUREN WISEMAN
NEWS EDITOR
Homecoming season is underway for
college campuses all across the nation.
Reconnecting with friends and watching
the big game are two staples of any
homecoming. Alumni Affairs has 33
events planned with help from the Student Alumni Association (SAA) for this
year’s Homecoming, keeping traditions
alive for students and alumni alike.
Before Homecoming officially begins, students have a chance to vie for a job at this
year’s Career Fair. From 11-4 on Wednesday,
the Fieldhouse of the Sports and Recreation
Center will be full of recruiters and students
alike. Opportunities for full-time, intern, and
co-op positions are up for the taking. Interviews will be conducted the next day.
For those returning early, SAA is prepared
to welcome them with the Early Bird Alumni
Reception on Thursday from 6-7:30 in the
Hulman Memorial Student Union.
Homecoming really kicks off on Friday bright and early, with an Alumni Golf
Outing and 1874 Heritage Society Luncheon. For those wanting to help SAA with
events can sign up to man the Welcome
and Hospitality Area at Hatfield Hall
from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m.

Associate Director of Alumni Affairs Lauren
Arnold named the All Alumni Reception on Friday as a highlight of Homecoming. Held in Hatfield Hall, it is an opportunity to bring Rose students across the years together to reminisce and
reconnect. This reception is at the heart of four
class reunions dating back as far as 1956.
Of course, one of the biggest events
of Homecoming is the Friday night Pep
Rally and Queen Coronation at 8:30.
The basketball court will also be dedicated during Friday night’s events in
honor of Rose-Hulman basketball coach
John Mutchner, who won 341 games
over the course of 25 seasons.
Immediately following the rally, there is
the classic bonfire, a staple of Rose -Hulman
Homecoming. Graduates of the Last Decade
(G.O.L.D.) are also invited to the G.O.L.D.
Party at the Copper Bar. The party will be
hosted by the class of 2011 at 9:30, also after the rally.
Saturday promises even more for students and alumni alike. Rosie’s 5k Fun Run
and Walk begins at 8 a.m., an event which will
benefit RHIT Army ROTC. Throughout the rest
of the day, open houses are happening left
and right, with the academic department Last year’s Homecoming Bonfire.
open house beginning at 11.
A t n o o n , t h e p a r k i n g l o t a t C o o k Photo by Lauren Wiseman
Stadium will be home to Tent City.
off against the Anderson University Ravens. A
While SAA manages Rosie’s Kid Zone,
countdown is available on Rose’s athletics
alumni have a chance to visit with some
site.
of the organizaBringing Homecoming to a close is a time
tions on campus,
of reflection at White Chapel from 9 a.m. to
including the Na12 p.m., as well as the RoseWood couples
tional Society of
brunch from 10:45 a.m. until 1:15 p.m. in the
Black
Engineers
O’Shaughnessy Dining Hall at St. Mary-of-the
(NSBE), Rosebot-Woods College.
ics,
and
Greek
Freshmen will have a chance to help build
Life.
the Bonfire, and sophomores will have a
All these events lead
chance to raid the Bonfire while construction
up to the big game
is underway. General members of SAA s h o u l d
at 2 p.m. The Rosebe on the lookout for emails for helping
Hulman
Fightin’
with various Homecoming events.
Engineers
square

“Alumni Affairs has 33 events
planned with help from the
Student Alumni Association
for this year’s Homecoming.”
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MARY KRAMER
GUEST WRITER
The following is a press release
from Wabash Valley Art Spaces:
S t u d e n t s f r o m H o n e y Creek
Middle School will display original sculptures made from previously used metal objects in a
show at Clabber Girl Gallery from
October 3 through 28, 2016. E n titled “Old Metal-New Mettle,” the exhibit is presented
by Art Spaces, Inc. – the Wabash Valley’s only outdoor
sculpture organization, which
has placed eighteen sitespecific works throughout
Terre Haute in just ten years.

Visiting artist Hilda Andres
worked with Honey Creek Middle
School Art Teacher Rhonda Yochum who includes a segment on
art from recycled materials as
part of her annual curriculum.
Ms. Andres began each
session with an introduction
of Art Spaces and images of
selected sculptures from the
collection. Students then began their project in the art
room and the resulting art
works, each built by a small
group of students, are imaginative and lively, containing
interesting objects that many
will recognize.
Students were also provided with a take-home map of

The Rose Thorn
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all of the sculptures
in the Art Spaces collection with questions
on the back to challenge the students to
think about the sculptures,
and
enable
them to later visit the
sculptures with their
families.
Education and arts
awareness are a very
important aspects of
Art Spaces’ goals in
providing public art
for residents of and
visitors to the Wabash
Valley.
Art
S p a c e s b r i n g s t o g e t h - WVAS is bringing Honey Creek Middle
e r p e o p l e a n d b u s i - School artwork to the Clabber Girl Musen e s s a n d a r t t o um.
build a vibrant
Photo Courtesy of WVAS
city.
The exhibit will
please contact Art Spaces at
open to the public on Oc812-235-2801.
tober 3 and run through
Regular Gallery Hours are
October 28. An opening
Monday through Friday from
reception will take place
8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. and Saturon Friday, October 7 from
day from 8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
6-9 p.m. as part of DownThis project was made possitown Terre Haute First
ble through the generous support
Friday.
The public is
of the Frederick Benson Trust
invited and admission
and the Arts Illiana E d u c a t i o n
is free.
For inforFund.
mation on the exhibit,

“Education and arts awareness
are a very important aspect of Art
Spaces’ goals in providing public
art for residents of and visitors to
the Wabash Valley.”
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Innovators Welcome
Chem-E Car
Concrete Canoe
FIRST Robotics
Maker Lab
NXP Cup
Make It Happen

Human-Powered Vehicle
Rose-Hulman Efficient Vehicle
Rose-Hulman Grand Prix Engineering
Robotics
Team Rose Motorsports
Design/Build/Fly

Dream it, Build it
Learn More About
What We Offer
@RoseHulmanBIC
rose-hulman.edu/bic
innovate@rose-hulman.edu

Want to access your
favorite old issues of
The Rose Thorn?
Find them at
http://scholar.rosehulman.edu/rosethorn/
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Our Mission Statement:

ISSUES of The Rose Thorn are published on the second through ninth
Mondays of each academic quarter

We are Rose-Hulman’s independent student newspaper.
We keep the Rose-Hulman community informed by
providing an accurate and dependable source for news
and information.

WEEKLY MEETINGS occur at 5:15 p.m. on the first through ninth
Tuesdays of each academic quarter. All members of the Rose-Hulman
community are welcome to attend.

Marc Schmitt • Editor-in-Chief

Lauren Santichen • Flipside Editor

Karlee Koetje • Business Manager

Dr. Thomas Adams • Faculty Advisor

John Chilton • Business Manager

Kevin Trizna • Staff Writer

Lauren Wiseman • News Editor

Lingtau Ge • Staff Writer

Curtis Humm • Entertainment Editor

Derek Hufferd • Staff Writer

Seun Ladipo • Lifestyle Editor

Blake Powell • Staff Writer

Thaddeus Hughes • Opinions Editor
John Chilton • Sports Editor

SUBMISSION of articles, photographs, art, and letters to the editor is
encouraged. Submission may be made by email to thorn@rosehulman.edu or in person to Percopo room 031. The submission deadline is 5:00 p.m. Friday.
THE RIGHTS to accept submissions or changes made after the deadline, to edit submissions in so far as the original intent of the submission remains unaltered, and to reject submissions deemed inappropriate for print are reserved by the editors.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be no longer than 600 words in
length and must contain the writer’s (electronic) signature.
THE VIEWS EXPRESSED herein are those of their respective authors
and with the exception of the Staff View do not necessarily represent
the views of the staff or the Rose-Hulman community.
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Ita Tech Challenge

MASON DIEBOLD

LAUREN WISEMAN

GUEST WRITER

NEWS EDITOR

Protest Outbreak in Charlotte after Fatal Police
Shooting
On Tuesday evening afternoon, in Charlotte, NC, police shot
an African-American man in an apartment complex parking
lot. The officers were at the apartment looking for a suspect with
an outstanding warrant, but while there they saw a man, later identified as Keith Lamont Scott, with a gun and proceeded to shoot
him.
After his death, Scott’s family members raised questions about
the police account of the shooting. A man, who identified him as
Scott’s brother, spoke out saying that Scott was not holding a gun,
but a book during the shooting. Despite his statement, the police
report states that a gun was found at the scene.
Following the shooting, protestors took to the streets chanting
“black lives matter,” and holding signs saying “it was a book.” The
protest carried through Tuesday night into Wednesday, when the
protest became violent.
On Wednesday night multiple storefronts were smashed and
looted, as well as a non-police shooting which resulted in an individual succumbing to his injuries after being put on life support.
After the shooting flashbangs and smoke bombs were released
by police in order to control the crowd. As the protest carried on
and became more dangerous, Gov. Pat McCrory declared a state of
emergency and requested the National Guard and state troopers
assist police officers.
Old Algorithm with New Capabilities
Five years ago, Banner Health, a hospital system in Phoenix
Arizona, got to work on an all new algorithm to monitor patients. The algorithm was originally created in the hopes of identifying patients who would be at a high risk of sepsis, a serious reaction to infection which can cause widespread inflammation and
may cause tissue damage and organ failure. Sepsis usually presents itself through fever and difficulty breathing, making it difficult
for doctors to diagnose, especially in early stages.
Banner’s algorithm was made to constantly monitor electronic
heath records and warn staff when patients were at a high risk for
sepsis. This algorithm did not work as hoped. Five years after its
development, the team behind the algorithms took a look at the
patients who were identified as being at risk for sepsis by the algorithm, the team then discovered an unexpected upside to the algorithm.
The alert ended up steering staff members to their most vulnerable patients, and compared to those who did not set off the
alert, those who triggered it have had four times the change of dying the next day.
After realizing the capability of the algorithm, the team investigated the flagged patients further. The algorithm successfully identified patients accounting for almost 90 percent of all deaths within
the hospital.
While there is currently only one hospital using this alert system, and the algorithm continues to undergo changes, electronic
health alerts are coming in the near future.

ware called Relativity 9.4. Using the software as an example, Schuenke and Spurr

“Be willing and
able to negotiate.”

Rose-Hulman hosted its first coding
tech challenge last Monday. Not only
was it a chance to test programming
skills, it was a chance for students to
have their resumes seen by Chicago based tech companies looking for indemonstrated “what it looks like to get a featerns and full -time employees. The Illiture into a product in the real world.” Relanois Technology Association (ITA) Tech
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accepted,
information
but not before competitors submitted a
needed for litigation or investigation is in an
digital resume. Even if competitors are
electronic format.
unable to complete the challenge, their
In their presentation, Jacob Schuenke
digital resumes would be sent off to
and Matthew Spurr of kCura outlined some
Chicago tech companies to be seen by
of the company’s core values, applicable to

Schuenke and Spurr demonstrated
“what it looks like to get a feature into
a product in the real world.”

employers. If they survived the qualifiprogrammers and engineers alike both in
ers, programmers would have the
school and in the workforce. One of the
chance to conduct interviews for potenpoints they stressed was the importance of
tial future jobs.
being excellent communicator and negotiaFor those who can stick it out, the
tor: “Turns out, negotiation helps a lot…”
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Police Officer Surrenders after Fatally Shooting ing and able to negotiate.”
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downtown Chicago. Questions can
Unarmed Man
They also discussed work Spurr, a Rose
b
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r
e
cted to Trisha Degg, ITA’s DirecOn Friday, September 16, Terence Crutcher’s car stalled out graduate himself, was doing at kCura. At the
t
o
r
o
f
Talent
Programs,
at
trion the road, at this time Officer Betty Shelby was responding to a moment, the company is building the softsha@illinoistech.org.
call and came across Crutcher with his vehicle. Crutcher did not
answer Officer Shelby’s questions and began walking towards his
vehicle with his hands up despite her telling him to stop. Shelby
then pulled her weapon and followed Crutcher as another officer
arrived at the scene.
This secondary officer told Shelby he was at the ready with his
Taser, so she would not have to use fatal force against Crutcher.
Crutcher then reached into his window as the secondary officer
deployed his Taser. Shelby fired her gun, resulting in the death of
Crutcher. Shelby later surrendered to authorities on the charge of
first degree manslaughter and was released with bail at $50,000.
The United States Department of Justice is also investigating
the use of force by police officers in this case. Crutcher’s twin sister
released a statement saying the family was thankful to the community, police, and city leaders for investigating the shooting so quickly and realizing the mistake of the officer.
Crutcher’s family members have also said they will continue to
push for accountability throughout Tulsa and the rest of the United
States for officer shootings of unarmed men. A peaceful protest is
being planned for people in the community to join together and kCura is working with ITA and will be at the 2016 Career Fair.
“break the chains of injustice.”

Photo Courtesy of kCura

500 Million Yahoo Accounts Breached
Yahoo confirmed in a press release that more than 500
million users’ account information was stolen in a security
breach in 2014.
The company stated that the hacker may possibly be working
with a foreign government. Yahoo attempted to comfort users
informing them that they are still working closely with law enforcement to catch the hacker. The data breach may have included
names, email addresses, telephone numbers, date of birth, and
security questions and answers.
It has been reported that a hacker nicknamed “Peace”
may be responsible. In August a hacker by the same name had
listed data from 200 million Yahoo accounts on the Dark Web. At
the time, Yahoo launched an investigation but found no evidence
to substantiate the claim. It was through this investigation that
Yahoo found the breach from 2014.
The company has now requested that all users reset their passwords and be weary of any unusual communication as a safety
precaution. Yahoo has also contacted all affected users and issued
recommendations to users unaffected in order to protect themselves.
The company’s investigation is still considered to be
ongoing, but they are under fire from users for waiting two
-years before discovering and reporting the security
breach.
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Journalism
Isn’t Always
Black and
White.
Write about what matters.
Write for the News Section.

Entertainment 4
Evelyne Maquelin
Guest Writer
In our day of flashy computer graphics and mesmerizing special
effects, animation has become incredibly lifelike and terrifyingly close
to reality (albeit a much cooler reality). They’re used everywhere, and
most of the time blend seamlessly into live action footage, as seen in
Inception (2010). There they used Computer Generated Imagery (CGI)
quite effectively, leveraging its flexibility with practical effects to create a mostly believable augmented reality.
At the same time, our standards for animated effects have risen
astronomically. Even the slightest misstep pulls us out of the action
and we write the movie up as having terrible graphics, all because the
protagonist jumped a couple feet higher than is physically possible.
(We’re looking at you Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal
Skull)
Even with such a high risk of ruining the viewer’s immersion, few
directors choose to tell animated stories through safer and more nostalgic mediums. A few big studios, Laika for example, have completely
embraced physical forms of animation, bringing you classics like Coraline and ParaNorman. They just recently put out Kubo and the Two
Strings, a movie that has already made over 50 million dollars in less
than a month. These movies tell beautiful stories, both visually and
thematically, all without risk of ruining the viewer’s immersion. Since
all limitations of the real world are thrown out before the movie even
starts, you watch the movie through a lens of imaginative fantasy,
which when used effectively, is a powerful storytelling tool.
Mary and Max, though far fewer have heard of it, uses its medium
to the fullest. In this 2009 Claymation drama, writer/director Adam
Elliot tells the story of Mary Daisy Dinkle (Toni Collete), a young Aus-

“Since all limitations of the
real world are thrown out...
you watch the movie through
a lens of imaginative fantasy”

Deliberately anachronistic
Photo courtesy of wordpress.com
tralian girl in search of a pen pal. After picking an address at random
out of a phone book, she happens upon an obese, 44 -year-old exJewish-Atheist from New York City, Max Horowitz (Phillip Seymour
Hoffman). Revamping the classic tale of friendship through adversity,
what follows is an unlikely connection across the sea, exploring
themes of mental illness, loneliness, and loss of innocence.
Chock-full of symbolism and hidden ironies, this film fulfills each
and every one of your high-school English teacher’s dreams. Color
plays a massive role, clueing you in on the characters’ emotions long
before their actions or words lead you there. To achieve this, the film
is shot in black and white or sepia, with the occasional use of a vivid
red to highlight objects of emotional or narrative importance. Elliot
also uses varying fluidity of motion throughout the film, using choppier scenes to denote moments of panic or confusion, while increasing
the frame rate in moments of clarity or epiphany.
The list of subtle details and twists goes on, showing the care Elliot
and his team put into making this movie so special. Though probing
and artistically sound, Mary and Max never loses its charm and relatability. If you’re ever looking for a whimsical, yet thought provoking
movie, give Mary and Max a try.

Lauren Santichen
Flipside Editor
Kubo and the Two Strings is the newest
in a line of stop-motion films made by
Laika. Founded in 2005, Laika’s first
award-winning film was Coraline in 2009
and signalled the start of their success.
Three other films have been made since
then: ParaNorman, Boxtrolls, and the most
recent addition, Kubo and the Two Strings.
As their most difficult film yet, Kubo
used the largest animated puppet ever recorded on set --the giant skeleton seen in
trailers. A fun fact for us engineers --the 16
-foot tall puppet and most of the smaller
figures were 3D-printed. 3D printing and
rapid prototyping had to be used in order
to amass all of the props, sets, and people
of the film in a relatively short period of
time. Kubo alone had hundreds of faces
and millions of combinations for every
pose and scene. Creating figures by hand
just wasn’t feasible.
For the movie itself, Kubo takes a very
different turn from its predecessors ParaNorman and Coraline that took a darker
tone than most children’s movies. In Kubo,
the story starts off with a brief scene of a
woman washing up on the shore of an island with a young child. The woman’s face
is bleeding and the child is crying, a classic
sad backstory for modern heroes. Yet in
Let’s clear this up right now, this is a guy
the next scene, the story transitions to a
happy village where Kubo, the protagonist, Photo courtesy of gonnawatchit.com
is a storyteller that makes his wages using
his paper magic as a kind of miniature
play.
Quite some time passes with Kubo in the
long. With the last of her power, she sends
village where we learn of the its traditions.
Kubo away to keep him safe, before falling
We also learn that Kubo must never stay out
victim to the demons.
after dark, though we don’t know why until
There begins Kubo’s quest with a monkey
as his guide and, shortly after, a beetle as his
the boy makes the grave mistake of doing just
that. Two demon-like people appear and
guard. The story of how he lost his eye and
chase Kubo through the village towards his
why the demons attacked him comes out,
home, but the boy isn’t fast enough. His
leaving it up to Kubo to find three sacred
treasures in order to defeat the evil out to get
mother jumps in to save him at the last moment, but she cannot hold off the demons for
him. On the journey, he discovers things

about his friends, his family, and himself
and teaches the audience that the ties of
family are stronger than any other magic
on earth.
So, not going to lie, I thought Kubo was a
girl when I saw the first trailer. That was
before I knew that the story was set in Japan or any of the other details. Kind of embarrassing now, but I’m sure I’m not the
only one to think so.
I wasn’t sure how I was going to like this
movie. I have seen some of Laika’s other
work and they do a good job of animating,
but their stories can sometimes fall flat or
feel lackluster. Kubo does a good job of
setting up a story in an interesting world
with magic and powers I haven’t seen before. I especially like Kubo’s beginning story as it foreshadowed Kubo’s own quest.
I’m a little bit of a sucker for those kinds of
techniques in books, movies, and games.
The overall concept of Kubo interested me
as well. The main story points and adventure of a young boy learning the meaning
of family when he has none doesn’t sound
like much, but the way Laika presented it
was surprisingly unique and refreshing.
However, the movie had a lot of downtime
too, making some scenes feel too drawn
out, especially for a kids movie. That, coupled with the ending, brought the overall
‘movie grade’ down for me. The ending was
nice, but felt very anticlimactic and a little
awkward, as if the writers had written
themselves into a hole and couldn’t figure
out a better way to end it. I don’t want to
go into too much in case any of you haven’t
seen it yet --no spoilers here!
Overall, I’d give Kubo a “three-out-offive”. It’s one I wouldn’t see in theaters again,
though I might wait to rent it on DVD. A lot
of hard work went into this and the animation was phenomenal! But if you are going for
fast plot and meaningful side characters, Kubo just misses the mark.
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Ocean’s Return
Seun Ladipo
Lifestyle Editor
The public has been craving a new Frank Ocean album for
quite some time. Released in 2011, Ocean ’s first album, dubbed
“Channel Orange,” was a classic that left people wanting more.
Classics such as “Sweet Life” and “Thinkin Bout You” showcased
Ocean’s soothing lyrical talent. Despite having released only one

“Blond” and “Endless” have been received with critical acclaim.
Traditionally when an artist releases music consistently their
music is received with much less expectations than an artist who
waits half a decade to release an album. The critical acclaim
would suggest that Ocean delivered an album worthy of the hype.
All in all, I have listened to both albums and I truly believe that
Frank has captured his prototypical take on the R&B genre. With
repeat appearances from artists such as Andre 3000 and the help
of award winning produces Rick Rubin, both of these albums are
a success especially in the right of staying true to the style of
music that made him famous showing his resilience in the world
of artists selling out to large produces and being funded to make
music for the populous. Songs such as “Pink + White” and
“Nikes” can easily show how Frank may have matured in his five year hiatus from the recording scene but has evidently stayed
true to the artist we all know and love.

Frank Ocean looking introspective for a photoshoot.
Photo courtesy of complex.com
album, the artists has developed a passionate varied fan base.
The internet went into a spiral of making jokes and memes about
the disappearance of Frank Ocean, speculating about his death
and other things that may have happened to him as it seemed
that he may have slipped off the face of the planet.
The years had passed and on April 6th, 2015, Frank Ocean announced that he would be releasing an album in July of 2015.
The public received this comment with hopeful thoughts as it
seemed as if a ghost was sending messages from the dead. Much
to the surprise of the public on August 19th Frank Ocean had released a Visual Album called “Endless”. To an even larger surprise Frank had released another full album dubbed this album,
“Blond” the next day on August 20th. This ended up happening
because there was a dispute with recording companies as Endless was produced by a professional studio and Blond was a personal publication.
These albums took the public by storm as they were much anticipated by a large cult following of Frank Ocean followers. Both

The cover of “Blond”.
Photo courtesy wordpress.com

The Bone

A New Rose-Hulman Dining Alternative
Blake Powell
Staff Writer

As many of you know, Rose-Hulman has switched their
cafeteria service from last school year to this school year!
Rose-Hulman made a good decision by doing so and I ’m going to tell you how lucky you are to have Bon Apetit! With
Bon Apetit comes many advantages compared to last year,
such as their operating hours, the amount of options, and
more meals!
The Bone is open more during the school days which gives
students more flexibility into their schedule as to when they
can go eat each meal. There is only about an hour of down
time between each meal where the Bone is closed, which
shows their dedication to giving students their fair opportunity to receive each meal.
With that being said, the Bone also has four meals a
day during school days while also having two meals a day
available on Saturday and Sunday. The Bone has one extra
meal available to do this throughout the week time period.
And the advantage of having four meals a day is that if a
student has class or other commitments and happens to
miss out on the regular dinner hours then they are able to
eat a late night meal so that they can go to bed on a full
stomach rather than having to wait until the morning for
breakfast.
Not only does the Bone give students more time to go get
their meals more options as to which meals they can attend,
they also give the students more and better options for
their meals. Every day during the week, the Bone provides
three different main meal lines that gives everyone a variety of options while also having vegetarian options, a fruit
and yogurt line, a lunch meat counter, pizza, desserts, bagels and a salad bar. With all of these options it is almost
impossible to find a day that you don ’t like what the Bone is
serving! Not only do you get all of these options of food
choices but the Bone serves fresh cooked food and gives the
students quality food by going the extra distance with their
time and effort for the food! Instead of using leftovers for
the meals the following day, the Bone will have a completely new and fresh dish out for your satisfaction.
Next time you are eating at the Bone, take a second and appreciate what they do to satisfy you and in return, a simple

“Thank you” could make their day and encourage them to
keep wanting to serve the students and staff of Rose Hulman!

Josh Luber founder of Campless.com has made his living off reselling expensive
footwear.

Photo from espnfivrthirtyeight.com

An employee of Bon Appétit restocking the fresh fruit.

Photo from the RHIT twitter page

Opinions

Trump and Hillary on the Presidential Debate Stage (Best-Case).
Photo via simpsonsworld.com

Thaddeus Hughes
Opinions Editor
If there’s any one archetype of person I
despise, it’s the resume padder. Yes, you
should absolutely put things you did on your
resume.
But you should only put the things you did
on your resume.
What do I mean by a resume padder? It’s
someone who goes out and does 15 extracurricular activities. They’re on a professional
society, in a fraternity and multiple social fraternities, they’re in some extracurriculars and
a few student design competition teams.
They’re involved with everything, yet they do
nothing. They show up to most of the meetings, and occasionally have some input on
something being discussed. They don’t put in
time beyond prescribed meeting times. They
rush from event to event, but if you ask a club
leader what they do they’d likely answer
“nothing.”
They pad up their resume to make it look
more impressive than it really is.
My issue with this is many-fold.
I live as someone who is the antithesis of
this. I do three things: I write for the Thorn,
I’m a Sophomore Residence Tutor, and most
importantly I do a lot of work on ROSEGPE.
That’s all the activities that go on my resume,
at the most. Now I’m not just complaining because I live differently, I’m saying there’s a
reason for this, which may not be apparent if
all you’re doing is showing up to a club to put
it on your resume or tick a box for an application.
Putting in the bare minimum is similar to
not putting in any time. In fact, it’s worse. Not
only are you wasting your time by showing up
and doing nothing, you’re leaving a very bad
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The system fosters an “us versus
them” mentality to keep these
opposing parties in the game
and blocking third parties from
gaining any ground.

Putting in the bare
minimum is similar
to not putting in
any time. It’s worse.

a question about what you did on a team with
what you actually did, not some story you just
made up. Besides, maybe they’ll check it. Plus,
you get to sleep at night knowing you’re not
less than you make yourself out to be. Don’t
talk yourself down, but be genuine. It’s easier.
“Gee Thad, you’re really making me feel
bad because I don’t bring anything to the table
at my club,” you say. Well… it depends. The
litmus I propose is this: Is there mutual investment? If you’re just getting something out
of the club and not giving back anything or
planning to, reconsider. If you’re new and just
learning the ropes in a design competition
team, it’s understandable that you’re not making new groundbreaking designs.
Don’t show up just for the free pizza, then
leave to pad your resume. Do what you’re passionate about. Quality speaks louder than
quantity.

impression amongst your peers. You are “That
Guy.” You are the one the club despises because they can’t technically kick you out, but
man, you really don’t deserve to be called one
of them.
There are very good reasons
to go beyond the bare minimum. Aside from having your
contributions matter in a very
fulfilling way, being deeply involved opens up a lot of doors.
This comes in many forms: job
recommendations from upperclassmen, companies coming to
you to talk rather than the other way around, and getting to
go on special trips that wouldn’t be available otherwise (heck
yeah excused absences!).
The most important of these
is genuinity. If you put something on your resume, you will None of us are superman; we can’t do everything.
be questioned about it. Now,
maybe you’re great at lying. But Photo via huffingtonpost.com
it’s much easier to just answer

Sports
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Football Wins a Game
RHIT Engineers beat Defiance Yellow Jackets 23-15

John Chilton
Sports Editor & Business Manager
Rose-Hulman Football came back from Defiance College this past Saturday
with another HCAC win, finishing the game 23-15. The young Greatest of All
Time (GOAT) Austin Swenson had his best game of the season, completing 31-50
for 280 yards with two touchdowns to lead a 394-yard day for the Rose offense. Stanley Hogan III ran train with 103 rushing yards on 26 carries and one
touchdown. Michael Iacono hauled in eight receptions for 73 yards and one
touchdown, and Alec Fisher made six catches for 97 yards to help propel the offense.
The Fightin’ Engineer defense allowed under 100 yards in the opening half
to build the lead. Rose-Hulman held Defiance to just 17-47 passing, and only
allowed three points through three quarters. Safety Tyler Brutofsky balled out
with six tackles, five of them solo hits. LB Nate Jackson added five tackles and
1.5 tackle for loss (TFL). Safety John Kirby recorded four tackles, one interception, and two pass breakups. All-Conference Senior D-Lineman Connor Kispert
added three TFLs and four QB hits, adding pressure in the passing game.
Matt Murray provided a solid all-around special teams effort to boost the
performance. Murray made a 29-yard field goal, was 2-2 on extra points, and
recorded five punts, two of which landed inside the Defiance 20-yard line. On
Kickoff, Murray forced two touchbacks on five kickoffs.
Rose-Hulman hit the ground running, holding a 14-0 lead with two touchdowns in the first quarter. Hogan scored from five yards out to cap a 10-play, 55yard drive and put the Engineers ahead 7-0 with 6:08 left in the first quarter.
Swenson then connected with Iacono to push the lead to 14-0 with 3:26 left in
the first quarter. The lead reached 17-0 early in the second quarter on a 29-yard
field goal by Murray. The Engineers piled on one more score to push the lead to
23-0 with 4:52 left in the first half. Swenson connected with Zack Murphy on a
nine-yard scoring strike to cap a nine-play, 59-yard march. In the second half,
Defiance continued to struggle offensively in the third quarter before one big
play closed the margin within 23-9 on a 63-yard pass from Logan Scott to Quenell Rutledge. Defiance moved within 23-15 on a 43-yard pass from Scott to Jason Santora with 4:21 left. The Yellow Jackets recovered the subsequent onside

kick, but Rose-Hulman held Defiance without a first down to regain possession
with 3:32 left. After two runs by Hogan and a penalty, the Engineers faced 3rdand-16 at their own 40-yard line with 1:30 left. Hogan made the game icing
play, rushing for 16 yards to move the chains and allow Rose-Hulman to run out
the clock.
Rose-Hulman improved to 3-1 overall and 2-0 in HCAC play, while Defiance
dropped to 1-3 overall and 0-2 in conference games. The Fightin' Engineers host
Anderson in the annual Homecoming Game next Saturday at 2 p.m.

Austin Swenson Fresh 2 Death on the field.
Photo by Rose-Hulman Athletics

Volleyball Takes On CCIW
John Chilton
Sports Editor & Business Manager
The Rose-Hulman Volleyball team
travelled to Decatur, Illinois and dropped
three-set decisions to two of the top teams
in the College Conference of Illinois and
Wisconsin (CCIW) in matches against
Augustana and Millikin on Saturday in
non-conference play. In the 25-21, 25-10,
26-24 loss to Augustana, freshman Adekite Oladipupoled the RoseHulman offense with six kills. Freshman Katie Orbeta had a team-high 11 assists, and junior Gabi Razma recorded a
team-high 22 digs. Razma led the squad
with two service aces. On the front
row, Emily McLendon tallied three solo

Men’s Team Falls to #4 Chicago

blocks and three block assists to pace the
effort. Mackenzie Gossard recorded four
block assists, and
Mia Styczynskicontributed three block assists. In the
25-20, 26-24, 25-22 loss to No. 24 ranked
Millikin, Bailey MacInnis had a team-high
nine kills and McLendon added
six. Alison Rogozinski had 14 assists and
one service ace, to join Razma with one
ace. Razma recorded 15 digs to lead RoseHulman in match two, with Becca Poppel contributing 10. McLendon recorded
seven block assists, MacInnis had four
and Julia Hammond joined Styczynski
with three total blocks.
Rose-Hulman stands 7-9 on the season and hosts DePauw University on
Thursday night at Hulbert Arena.

Sports Editor & Business Manager
RHIT Women’s Tennis improved to 4
-1 overall and 3-1 in HCAC play this past
Saturday with a dominant 8-1 victory at
Mount St. Joseph Saturday. The Fightin'
Engineers opened the match with a sweep
of three doubles matches. Anna Thompson and Naomi Bhagat won 8-4 at the No.

Sports Editor & Business Manager
Heading to Chicago, Illinois
over the weekend for an away
match, the Rose-Hulman Institute
of Technology Men's Soccer Team
was defeated by #4 University of
Chicago by a final score of 2-0 on
Saturday.
Both goals for the 4th ranked

1 position for doubles; Bella Evans and Kyla Jarvis had an 8-0 win on the
No. 2 flight doubles match, and Lauren
Edwards teamed with Becca Stanley for
an 8-2 victory at No. 3. In singles play,
the top five flights enjoyed straight set
wins. Winners included Thompson, Evans, Bhagat, Edwards and Sydney Short.

Chicago team were scored in the
first half. The Maroons outshot the
Fightin' Engineers 18-1. Goalkeeper Michael Lawrence recorded four
saves in 45 minutes of action. The
loss drops Rose-Hulman's overall
record to 4-5. The next match for
RHIT will be on Saturday, October
1 when the team hosts Heartland
Collegiate Athletic Conference foe
Transylvania at 3:30 P.M. at Intramural Field.

Women’s Soccer Faces Tough Test
John Chilton
Sports Editor & Business Manager

Women’s Tennis Wins Again
John Chilton

John Chilton

The Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology Women's Soccer Team
dropped a close game to the #11
ranked Washington University (Mo.)
Bears by a final score of 2-0 Friday
night at Intramural Field. The
Fightin' Engineers showed stunning
effort and played at a high level
throughout the match against the
Bears of Wash. U., who came into the
game as the 11th ranked team in the

nation. Goalkeeper Carli Weinberg was active the entire 90 minutes
of the game, registering 10 saves.
Throughout the course of the
match, Washington outshot RoseHulman 23-5. The loss drops RoseHulman's overall record to 5-4. #11
Wash. U. improves to 6-1-1. RoseHulman will play next on Wednesday
September 28 at home at 7 P.M.
against St. Mary-of-the-Woods College. That game is scheduled to be
the 2016 Grey Matters Awareness
Game.

Intramural Standings
TEAM NAME

W

L

T

GP

STREAK

STANDING

TEAM NAME

W

L

T

GP

STREAK

STANDING

Mario

2

0

0

2

W2

1ST

Tuddys Out for Harambe

2

0

0

2

W2

1ST

ATO-Harambe

1

0

0

1

W1

T—3RD

FIJI A

1

1

0

2

W1

T-3RD

Pike A

1

1

0

2

W1

T—3RD

ATO A

1

1

0

2

L1

T-3RD

Triangle A

0

1

0

1

L1

4TH

Triangle A

0

2

0

2

L2

4TH

Eurostars

0

2

0

2

L2

5TH

TEAM NAME

W

L

T

STANDING

TEAM NAME

W

L

T

GP

STREAK

STANDING

Hit Squad

2

0

0

T—1ST

Apartments West

2

0

0

2

W2

T-1ST

Game Good Good Game

2

0

0

2

W2

T-1ST

Out for Harambe

1

1

0

2

L1

T-6TH

Waterboys

1

1

0

2

W1

T-6TH

Wood Elves

1

1

0

2

L1

T-6TH

BSBlindside

1

1

0

2

W1

T-6TH

Fun with Flags

0

2

0

2

L2

T-8TH

Gentle Dads

0

2

0

2

L2

T-8TH

GP STREAK
2

W2

Girls of Deming FC

2

0

0

2

W2

T—1ST

Dad Jeans

0

2

0

2

L2

T—4TH

BSBeckham

0

2

0

2

L2

T—4TH

Residence B

Residence A

Flag Football

Greek A

Greek A

Indoor Soccer
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Scum pond.
You were some pond.
A tear was found in every eye
When we learned that you were dry.
Your life sucked from your shores too soon.
How many times, by the moon,
I walked past, and gazed,
Not knowing your past, now razed
And saw only scum
(the pond I never saw)
Your years betrayed by youthful scum,
Saw many stars go and come.
Saw the arrival of old Rose Poly
Saw the departure of horse and trolley
Saw wars, presidents, TVs, and planes
Saw Moench and Hulbert and Safety James
Your banks shook with new construction
Saw women come, saw flipped instruction
And now you're gone. Six feet under
You won't be there inspiring wonder
Like you were, through hopes and fears
For the last one hundred years.
Yes, you were there, for the taking
But never chosen for springtime laking.
You never made the brochures, true,
But they don't see what I see in you.
And though I would never dare
To touch your clammy damp green hair
You will always be to me, and many throughout history,
A warm and scummy memory.

1.

Lean nonchalantly on the Lambo parked in
front of the union. Note: this works better if
the owner of said Lambo isn’t nearby.
2. Buy fancy business cards that read ‘[your last
name], LLC’. There doesn’t need to be an actual LLC, but it sounds important.
3. Wear every item of plaid clothing you
own. Say your jacket is at the cleaner’s. No
one will question your commitment.
4. Are you the only person that does something
at your office? Congrats! You’re now head of
that thing. Update LinkedIn immediately, Regional Head of Projects Involving Small to Medium Sized Grain Storage Manufacturers.
5. If you’re still in graduate school, preface all
discussion about your research with one of the
following words: novel, cutting-edge, innovative, etc. Note: this may feel suspiciously similar to trying to write an abstract.
6. Unemployed? Not anymore! You’re on
(unpaid) sabbatical.
7. Wear a large watch. The bigger the watch,
the more successful you are. Best results are
achieved by strapping an alarm clock to your
wrist.
8. Refer to all famous/quasi-famous business
people by their first names. Elon’s been having
a rough year with his rockets, man.
9. Fake a very important phone call in the middle of a networking event. This is also good
way to escape to the bathroom when your
crushing feelings of inadequacy get too intense.
10. Talk loudly about your generous contribution
to Rose this year. Technically, it is generous
that you made a contribution.

Your microwave is broken, so you decide to warm up
your dinner in the oven, which, in this case, is a pepperoni pizza Hot Pocket. A Hot Pocket can be approximated as a rectangular prism of the dimensions 2 cm
x 4 cm x 12 cm. The convection oven creates a heat
transfer coefficient of 5 W/M K. If the oven is 350 degrees F and the hot pocket is frozen, what is the rate
of heat transfer between the two? Also, why will the
center still be frozen no matter how long you leave it in
there?
2

Due to some unfortunate circumstances, your toilet
has broken. The toilet bowl can be modeled as a
hemisphere with a diameter of 15 inches. If water
flows into the toilet bowl at a rate of 1 cubic inch per
second, and out of the bowl at a rate of 0.35 cubic
inches per second. Assume the bowl is empty to
start. How long do you have before your day (and
your bathroom floor) is ruined? Also, will this be coming out of your security deposit?
You’re bored at work, and have decided to lean back in
your chair. You weigh 150 lbs. The chair in question
has the following dimensions:

The thicknesses of the legs, chair, and seat back are
all 2 inches, and the chair is made of particleboard. For the purposes of this exercise, consider
your body as a point mass centered on the seat. In
this situation, how far can you tip back before falling
over? Also, how long will it take for the resulting
shame to dissipate?

This week’s Flipside is brought to you in part by Stephen Mayhew and Noel Spurgeon, who keep coming back for more for some reason. Is it Rose pride or is it Stockholm Syndrome? Are the two even different? If you have any comments or questions, feel free to send an email To: Thorn Flipside. I’m always looking for new content, so please send me whatever comes to mind. And a special thanks to alumni everywhere! Have a good week of Homecoming/Career Fair everyone! See you! -LLS

